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TRT Launches New Websites in Australia and New Zealand 

TRT Australia (TRT (Aust) PTY LTD), a leading transport and construction manufacturer 

and distributor, announced today the launch of its newly designed websites for both 

Australia and New Zealand www.trtaustralia.com.au and www.trt.co.nz. 

The websites have been designed to create a user-friendly experience with easy-to-use 

navigation and functionality throughout.  Customers can now access comprehensive 

product information, technical specifications, drawings and videos across all business 

divisions; - cranes, trailers, manufacturing and defence, and includes detailed product 

information about TRT’s TIDD Crane.  

The new websites feature a streamlined, user-focussed design with improved 

functionality and mobile friendly views that will help customers find the right 

information more effectively, and to contact the right people across the organisation 

more quickly.  

“We are excited to launch our new websites to customers, suppliers, and visitors who 

are looking to understand the breadth of TRT’s capability and how we can help them,” 

said Lawrence Baker, TRT’s COO. “This investment is part of our commitment to 

creating the best experience for our customers on both sides of the Tasman, for the 

long haul.” 

The websites will be regularly updated with new products, new projects, news and 

information. Visitors are encouraged to explore the websites and get in touch with any 

questions. 
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http://www.trtaustralia.com.au/
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About TRT Limited  

TRT Australia (TRT (Aust) Pty LTD) is a privately owned family business, operating for 

over 20 years in Australia and more than 50 years in NZ. TRT is a manufacturing 

company, with head office and main manufacturing plant located in Hamilton,  New 

Zealand. Australian operations are based in Brisbane, Queensland (TRT (Aust) Pty Ltd). 

TRT operates throughout, Australia, New Zealand and the South Pacific, with additional 

branches in Auckland and Christchurch, NZ. 

Certified under ISO 9001:2015, TRT has around 220 employees working within four 

integrated businesses; crane sales and service, manufacturing, truck and trailer parts, 

mechanical service and repair. With purpose built facilities in Australia and NZ, TRT 

continues strong growth in both markets. 
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